If these measures do not eliminate the interference, please consult your dealer or an authorized service center.

This telephone system meets FCC standards for Hearing Aid Compatibility. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, it is your responsibility to correct the interference at your own expense and risk. If necessary, consult your dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician. Interference Information

Published by ACTA.

WARNING: Do not expose the product to rain or moisture. This could cause an electrical shock or a fire risk.

VOLTAGE "INSIDE WARNING SIGN

Marca(s) Registrada(s) THE PRODUCT.

BASE LAYOUT

HANDSET LAYOUT

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION NOTE: Some cordless telephones operate at frequencies, or have features, that were not commonly available in standard 4-line systems, and may not be compatible with older equipment. Before using this telephone in an interconnection with any existing equipment, or with any additional new equipment, you should consult with your telephone company or a qualified installer.

WARNING: Do not place the handset near a heating appliance, or near a refrigerator. The handset is not designed for use in direct sunlight. Make sure the charger is attached firmly to the base, and that the phone is properly placed inside the cradle of the base. Do not place any heavy objects on top of the charger. If you do not use the telephone during a day, remove the battery from the handset to avoid a drain.

Base Station Setup

From the Setup BS Menu:

1. Make sure your phone is turned off.

2. Press and hold the 2. Press the redial button first, then use the cid/vol (not in talk mode).

3. Press the menu button to save your selection and the new volume setting

4. You can stretch out the kick-stand on the bottom of the base for a better

5. Make sure your phone is turned off.

6. Press the cid/vol (not in talk mode).

7. When finished, press the talk/call back button on handset or the speaker

8. Wait for the person at the receiving handset to press the talk/call back button.

NOTE: Adjust the handset volume by pressing the cid/vol (not in talk mode).

NOTE: If you subscribe to Caller ID service, the current date/time

NOTE: If you have turned the Auto Talk function on, you can

NOTE: Press the flash/exit button to keep the previous setting

NOTE: If you want to delete the pre-dial number you entered,

Memory Full

2. Press and hold the delete button until

3. Move the handset closer to the base.

4. Make sure the telephone line cord is connected to the base and the wall jack.

5. Picture the phone inside the cradle of the base.

6. Move the handset closer to the base.

Memory dialing doesn't work

7. Move the telephone line cord into the TEL LINE jack on the bottom of

8. Move the telephone line cord into the TEL LINE jack on the bottom of

Message Indicator lights when the answering system is on. The indicator blinks

Memory Full

NOTE: If you subscribe to Caller ID service, the current date/time

NOTE: While the messages are playing, the message counter

NOTE: Press the flash/exit button to keep the previous setting

NOTE: If you want to delete the pre-dial number you entered,

Memory Full

NOTE: If you subscribe to Caller ID service, the current date/time

Memory Full

NOTE: While the messages are playing, the message counter

NOTE: Press the flash/exit button to keep the previous setting

NOTE: If you want to delete the pre-dial number you entered,

Memory Full

NOTE: While the messages are playing, the message counter

NOTE: Press the flash/exit button to keep the previous setting

NOTE: If you want to delete the pre-dial number you entered,

Memory Full

NOTE: While the messages are playing, the message counter

NOTE: Press the flash/exit button to keep the previous setting

NOTE: If you want to delete the pre-dial number you entered,